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Hello and welcome to another edition of the Omega
Communications. I welcome you into this space that
has been created for us to meet together. We meet
together when we lay aside the Earthly life for this
short time and experience moving together into the
receiving area of the Station of Light. Perhaps the
station of light means more to you in the sense of
creating a space where you can tune in to a deeper
level of creation. Perhaps it is a space that allows you
to access images and information from deep within
your own consciousness – or perhaps you just come
together to receive what is presented through the
transmission. Your higher consciousness knows what
is appropriate for you to receive at this time, therefore
as a group consciousness gathering together, we draw
upon the level of activity and information which is
available to us here. So, open your senses, be aware
of what is around you. Remember it is an inner vision
experience, an inner sensing and the visions may
appear differently to how you see through your
physical eyes. The physical eyes in the environment
that we live in at the present time is just one aspect,
one reality, that has been created, so enjoy this time
that we link together in this space.

“Enveloping you in this space Beloved, we
are with you, Orem representing all that is
available to you within this Station and I am
the initial spokesperson who greets you and who
also modulates the frequencies which you will be
receiving and also I am able to introduce to you
other Beings who may have information for you to
experience in some way at this time.
We assess you as an overall grouping and we
assess you individually and this is why some
information may appear to be repeated and other
information will be new to you as an individual. We
respect your individuality and we also honour you
as a conscious Light Being connecting into the
information energy grid which presents to you what
you are able to comprehend and what is permitted
to be brought into the Earth Station at this time.
There is an unfolding type mechanism which allows
the information to come through to you and always
it is at the intersections of unfolding dimensions
which presents to you certain types of information
and energy. Always there is the initial preparation of
you as you here in the Light Body and also the
preparation and activation within the physical body
necessary. Presently in this transmission to you
today, there is an envelope being opened around
you which symbolises the opening in a connected
dimensional field. This can allow several
dimensions who are closely interacting to be
available to you to perceive and to receive the
information. If you feel you are drawn to a particular
portal and you are travelling, in a sense, through
time, this indicates that you have actively engaged
into that portal and there will be a differentiation
between what you are receiving and what other
people are receiving who are present also.
Therefore, you must allow your own visual process
to be active, running alongside or beneath the
words that are spoken to you.
Always there is reconfiguration necessary of your
energy systems. Your energy systems are
continually being adjusted to the energy that you are
able to bring through – the light – the pattern of

frequency and resonating energy information which
you align with and which then can enter within your
energy light body system and thus will flow out into
the environment around you through your physical
body which anchors the light body in between these
sessions.
You are necessary in this entire process. You must
also take care of your physical form and every
action that you take which is aligned with the
principles of ongoing health and cleansing and
restoring, will enable you to bring in a greater light
energy into you that is known as the individual in the
present lifetime.
We also have amongst you Beings who have come
forward, acknowledging your presence and we will
describe the presence of a Being who has
addressed you before – Su Yan Rah is this Being
who will present himself to you in the form of a blueish outline and a different form to the usual human
anatomy.”
“We respect you, the consciousness that
has enlivened the physical form and is
working to maintain the physical form so
that you may exist alongside us in an extended time
period and this is because as you have evolved to
this state of readiness to receive this information
input, you will be able to assimilate more of the
energy here, whereas if you had decided to leave
aside the physical form you presently have, the
process would need to be established again and we
are working to establish a continual cycle and an
existence of bringing in the energy that is needed
presently in the Earth Station, so therefore the
emphasis is on being able to sustain your present
lifeform. When you understand that you are
conditioned to a certain lifespan in this body, you
must also understand that correspondingly, you can
extend that expectation of the life period. What
would you choose, especially knowing that you
have access to the energy which will enliven and
sustain a healthy form for you.
Become used to using the process of drawing in
what you receive in these sessions and in your

individual linkages so that you are able to assimilate
all of the light and energy and information presented
in this way and other ways, and therefore you are
fully participating in the project that you agreed to
do, to undertake. Many of you consciously
reconnect with your point of origin which is a state
where you were fully aware of the information in the
light from Source Energy which you were already
using and you chose to bring that into your current
situation. Remember this. Remember the light,
bringing into you much configuration for you to work
with and to reconfigure what you have around you,
remembering that as you enliven and establish in
you a higher set of energy, you resonate with a
different set of coordinates – dimensional
coordinates – and those in turn will place you into
different situations in the city of light existences. We
honour you for engaging in this process and this is
what we have come around you today to reinforce
within you.
Thank you Commander Orem – we withdraw.”
“Orem again with you. That is to encourage you in
everything that you are doing and to remind you of
course, so you have become all that you extended
your consciousness field to engage in. You may
then acknowledge that you have engaged all of the
commitment and energy consciously now into this
current lifetime. We would ask you to remember this
and to realise this.
There are many areas anchored within the Station
of Light, but also connected into areas within Earth
Station, some of those areas are actively gathering
information and analysing that information from the
locality and the condition of the people and all
actions they are undertaking. Some of the areas
also are introducing concepts and information and
energy to help sustain life in areas where it had
been dissipating or interfered with and so there is
an overall programme of assistance for you on
Earth in different places and stations. Some areas
you are not permitted to actively be engaging your
energy field within. You will feel drawn to areas
which match your resonating energy frequency and

these will all be working in the same way you are
working. This strengthens and stabilises the higher
dimensional field existences, which is most
important for you to be aware of, because it is
creating what is to be ready for a higher level of
population to exist in. Therefore, it is important that
you realise this and you maintain the integrity of
your own consciousness field and therefore the
energy field around your physical body.
Many of you who are amongst different levels of
people’s understanding, tend to absorb what is
around you and this is not beneficial for your overall
expansion and of course this is mentioned in the
early part of the sessions when you are analysed
and cleared of what is not assisting you at this time.
You do not need to give your energy into areas or
people who are not willing to accept it and to
understand it. You are needed to support the ones
who are evolving and beginning to wake up into the
message that you are required to align with Source
Energy and to bring that energy in you in every way
possible. That is the overall message for each of
you and for those who are beginning to awaken.
Now, we have seen this working within you and we
also would ask you to be aware that you have multi
layered connections some of which are into areas
within the Station establishing habitats in the area
for people and some of you have linkages into other
areas of universal creation beyond Earth, and
others of you are having linkages into civilisations
already upon or within the Earth, so there is the
action of you resonating with particular pockets of
civilisation wherein you are drawing in higher
energy frequencies and distributing it out from you.
This is often depicted to you in various
presentations through your media and this may
confirm to you some aspects of what you have been
seeing which you knew were true and you would
also know some areas were an extension of truth
and distortion of truth so that people begin to move
into different areas of creation not holistically
aligned with the way of bringing light in to assist
expansion. Even as these words are uttered to you,
you are being correctly aligned into your pattern of

energy, reconnecting with that pattern of energy
that exists in this space, you might say it is a higher
evolved aspect of you and which also is present to
help you function in the environment on the planet.
All of this is to facilitate your livingness and to help
you remember your connection into the overall
energy grids existing in Creation. This has been the
message and adjustment for you needed at this
time. Bring your awareness back into the receiving
area of the Station and the familiarity of the Beings
here who work alongside you. Many of these would
be helping you as you return to your physical form,
making the way easier, assisting you in your current
tasks. All of this is possible because of your
reconnection to the existence of the higher energy
frequency, expanding and evolving throughout the
universe and you are taking part in that process
when you are consciously aware of that connection.
Thank you for receiving this energy and information
Orem out “

Lani again, coming back to be present with you and to
speak with you and I give my thanks to Su Yan Rah,
Orem and the Beings involved in this session. Always
there is adjustment processes happening in these
sessions for you, so if you were wishing to draw energy
in to help you, this will already have happened,
because you are assessed when you enter within this
space as to your needs. Now, begin the process of
bringing the memory of all of this that your light body
has been receiving back into your physicality, the
world around you, your life, uplifting you in your life as
you engage in this process in a deeper way. You will
have received much more in your own way than the
words, so appreciate this, remember this, and allowing
it into your body and into your life. As this message
now is complete, be aware of your body, the energy
moving through your body and around you and where
you are receiving this message. Thank you for being
with me here and I close this portal for today

Lani
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